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ABSTRACT

Globular clusters (GCs) in the Milky Way exhibit a well-observed bimodal distribution in core radii separating the
so-called “core-collapsed” and “non-core-collapsed” clusters. Here, we use our Hénon-type Monte Carlo code, CMC,
to explore initial cluster parameters that map into this bimodality. Remarkably, we find that by varying the initial
size of clusters (specified in our initial conditions in terms of the initial virial radius, rv) within a relatively narrow
range consistent with the measured radii of young star clusters in the local universe (rv ≈ 0.5 − 5 pc), our models
reproduce the variety of present-day cluster properties. Furthermore, we show that stellar-mass black holes (BHs) play
an intimate role in this mapping from initial conditions to the present-day structural features of GCs. We identify
“best-fit” models for three GCs with known observed BH candidates, NGC 3201, M22, and M10, and show that
these clusters harbor populations of ∼ 50− 100 stellar-mass BHs at present. As an alternative case, we also compare
our models to the core-collapsed cluster NGC 6752 and show that this cluster likely contains few BHs at present.
Additionally, we explore the formation of BH binaries in GCs and demonstrate that these systems form naturally in
our models in both detached and mass-transferring configurations with a variety of companion stellar types, including
low-mass main sequence stars, white dwarfs, and sub-subgiants.

Keywords: globular clusters: general–stars: black holes–stars: kinematics and dynamics–methods:
numerical
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Globular Cluster Evolution

The study of the evolution of dense star clusters is
motivated by the application of these systems to a va-
riety of areas in astrophysics. As high density envi-
ronments, star clusters, in particular the old globular
clusters (GCs), are expected to facilitate high rates of
dynamical encounters, which can lead to the formation
of various stellar exotica, including low-mass X-ray bi-
naries, millisecond pulsars, blue stragglers, and cata-
clysmic variables. Observations of the spatial distribu-
tion of GCs in their host galaxies provide constraints
on the formation and evolution of galaxies, making GCs
valuable tools for extragalactic astronomy. Addition-
ally, over the past several years, GCs have been shown
to be efficient factories of the merging binary black hole
(BH) systems that may be observed as gravitational-
wave sources by LIGO, Virgo, and LISA (e.g., Moody
& Sigurdsson 2009; Banerjee et al. 2010; Ziosi et al.
2014; Rodriguez et al. 2015, 2016; Hurley et al. 2016;
Chatterjee et al. 2017a,b; Breivik et al. 2016; Askar et
al. 2017; Kremer et al. 2018c). This, in addition to
the discovery of gravitational waves emitted from merg-
ing BH binaries by LIGO (Abbott et al. 2016a,b,c,d,e,
2017), has sparked renewed interest in understanding
the formation and evolution of BHs in GCs.

The old GCs observed in the Milky Way feature a clear
bimodality in observed core radius (e.g., Harris 1996
2010 edition; McLaughlin et al. 2005), separating the
so-called “core-collapsed” clusters from their relatively
puffy counterparts. Our understanding of the evolution
of dense star clusters, and in particular, the dynamical
processes that may lead to or prevent core-collapse has
a long and varied history that has been guided by the
complementary efforts of numerical simulations and ob-
servations over the past several decades (see, e.g., Heggie
& Hut (2003) for a thorough review).

Because star clusters are self-gravitating systems with
negative heat capacities, dynamical perturbations in
a cluster naturally lead to a flow of energy from the
strongly self-gravitating core to the relatively sparse
halo. The negative heat capacity means that the core
becomes even hotter as the result of these perturbations,
increasing the flow of energy to the halo in a runaway
process that leads to core-contraction and ultimately
collapse. This “core-collapse” can be halted by an en-
ergy source in the core, which is expected to arise from
binaries. For some time, these binaries were thought to
exclusively form dynamically through three-body binary
formation (e.g., Heggie & Hut 2003); however, since
the early 1990s, when primordial binary populations be-
gan to be observationally motivated, theoretical analy-
ses have focused on studying properties of clusters with
primordial binary populations as they pass through the
so-called “binary-burning” phase, where the cluster core
is supported against collapse by super-elastic dynamical

scattering interactions of binary stars (e.g., Vesperini &
Chernoff 1994; Fregeau & Rasio 2007; Chatterjee et al.
2013a).

Arguably, the most important recent shift in our un-
derstanding of how GCs evolve came from the obser-
vational and theoretical confirmation that GCs contain
dynamically important populations of stellar-mass BHs
up to the present time. Being the most massive ob-
jects in a GC, the BH population “collapses” quickly and
generates energy through dynamical binary formation,
binary-burning, and dynamical ejections (see Section 1.2
for details and references). However, it is important to
distinguish this BH collapse from the traditional obser-
vational definition of core-collapse in GCs. In particular,
this BH collapse leaves little signature on the shape of
the light profile of the GC which is sensitive only to
the luminous stars (e.g., Chatterjee et al. 2017a). The
only effect on the surface brightness profile is indirect:
through strong dynamical encounters in the inner, BH-
dominated region, BHs are frequently ejected to higher
orbits in the cluster potential, leading to interactions
with luminous stars in the outer parts of the cluster.
Through these interactions, the BHs deposit energy into
the GC’s stellar bulk, leading to “puffier” surface bright-
ness profiles (e.g., Mackey et al. 2007, 2008; Kremer et
al. 2018b).

Thus, this BH collapse is very different from the for-
mation of a cusp in the surface brightness profile which is
the traditional observational definition of core-collapsed
GCs. Most recently, several analyses have shown that
only after the stellar-mass BH population is significantly
depleted, can the surface brightness profile of a GC reach
a traditional core-collapse architecture (e.g., Mackey et
al. 2008; Kremer et al. 2018b). At this stage, in absence
of a large number of BHs, the luminous binaries become
the dominant source of energy at the GC’s center. In
this study, we use the term “core-collapsed” to simply
denote clusters (and cluster models) that are relatively
centrally concentrated and have surface brightness pro-
files with prominent central cusps.

Observations of young massive clusters (e.g., Holtz-
man et al. 1992; Whitemore et al. 1995; Miller et al.
1997; Bastian et al. 2005; Fall et al. 2005; Gieles et al.
2006; Scheepmaker et al. 2007, 2009; Portegies Zwart
et al. 2010), the expected progenitors of GCs, can pro-
vide insight into the various initial cluster properties
that may determine the eventual outcome of the clus-
ter, in particular, whether the GC has undergone core-
collapse by the present day. Remarkably, observations
indicate that although the masses of such young clusters
can span several orders of magnitude, their sizes (e.g.,
core or half-light radii) span a relatively narrow range.

In this paper, we demonstrate that by exploring the
small range in initial cluster size motivated by obser-
vations of young massive clusters, we produce a large
spectrum of GC types at the present-day, ranging from
core-collapsed clusters to puffy clusters with large core
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radii. We parameterize the cluster size in terms of the
cluster virial radius, rv, a theoretical quantity defined
as

rv =
GM2

2|U |
(1)

where M is the total cluster mass and U is the total
cluster potential energy, which can be calculated from
the masses and positions of particles in our Monte Carlo
calculation (Section 2).

The initial relaxation timescale is directly related to
the initial cluster size. Thus, the initial rv sets the dy-
namical clock of each cluster and controls how dynami-
cally old a particular cluster is at a fixed physical time
window, which, in turn, determines how close or far the
cluster is from undergoing core-collapse. The half-mass
relaxation time is given by

trh = 0.138
M1/2R

3/2
h

〈m〉G1/2 ln Λ
(2)

(Equation 2-63 of Spitzer 1987), where M is the total
cluster mass, Rh is the half-mass radius, 〈m〉 is the mean
stellar mass, and ln Λ is the Coloumb logarithm where
Λ ' 0.4N , where N is the total number of particles.

We demonstrate here that the evolution of stellar-
mass BH populations in GCs, which is discussed at
length in Section 1.2, is intimately related to the con-
traction or expansion of the GC’s core radius. In par-
ticular, since the initial rv of a cluster determines the
initial relaxation timescale, the initial rv also controls
how dynamically processed the BHs are at any given
late physical time.

1.2. Black Holes in Globular Clusters

Thousands of BHs are likely to form in GCs as the
result of the evolution of massive stars. The number of
these BHs that are retained in GCs today is less cer-
tain. BHs are expected to be ejected from their host
GCs through one of two primary mechanisms: ejection
due to sufficiently large natal kicks or ejection via recoil
as a result of strong dynamical encounters with other
remaining BHs.

BH natal kicks, which are caused by asymmetric mass
loss of supernova ejecta are poorly constrained (e.g., Bel-
czynski et al. 2002, 2010; Repetto et al. 2012; Fryer et
al. 2012; Mandel 2016; Repetto et al. 2017). If BH
natal kicks are comparable in magnitude to the high
speeds expected for the natal kicks of core-collapse NSs
(e.g., Hobbs et al. 2005), the vast majority of BHs are
likely to be ejected from GCs immediately upon for-
mation because of the low escape speeds of typical GC
cores. However, in the case of weaker BH natal kicks, a
potentially large fraction of BHs may be retained post
supernova.

The long-term retention of BHs that are not ejected
promptly from natal kicks has long been a subject of de-

bate. Until relatively recently, it was argued that BHs
retained after formation would quickly mass-segregate
and form a dense sub-cluster dynamically decoupled
from the rest of the GC (e.g., Spitzer 1967; Kulkarni
et al. 1993; Sigurdsson & Hernquist 1993). The BH
members of this compact sub-cluster would then un-
dergo strong dynamical encounters, ultimately ejecting
all but a few BHs from the cluster on sub-Gyr timescales.
However, more recently, several theoretical and compu-
tational analyses have demonstrated that this argument
of rapid BH evaporation is not correct, and in fact, many
BHs may be retained at present (e.g., Merritt et al.
2004; Hurley 2007; Mackey et al. 2007, 2008; Morscher
et al. 2015; Chatterjee et al. 2017a).

The topic of retained BHs in GCs has been further
motivated observationally. In the past decade, several
stellar-mass BH candidates have been identified in both
Galactic (Strader et al. 2012; Chomiuk et al. 2013;
Miller-Jones et al. 2014; Shishkovsky et al. 2018) and
extragalactic (Maccarone et al. 2007; Irwin et al. 2010)
GCs. Most recently, the first stellar-mass BH to be iden-
tified through radial velocity measurements was found
in the MW GC NGC 3201 (Giesers et al. 2018). The
observations of these stellar-mass BH candidates suggest
that at least some GCs do indeed retain populations of
BHs at present and given that these host GCs do not
show any particular trends in their observable proper-
ties, it appears that BH retention to present day may
be common to most GCs.

Several recent papers have used numerical simulations
of GCs with large numbers of retained BHs to examine
possible observational signatures that may indicate the
presence of BH populations in GCs. Askar et al. (2018)
predicted 29 MW GCs likely to have large BH subsys-
tems, including two clusters considered here (M22 and
NGC 3201) using a combination of numerical GC models
and observations of MW GCs. Weatherford et al. (2018)
demonstrated that a measure of mass segregation can be
a robust observational tool to constrain unseen retained
BH populations in GCs and predicted the number of
BHs in three MW GCs (47 Tuc, M10, and M22) by cor-
relating the size of BH populations with observational
measurements of mass segregation.

Additionally, several previous analyses have used
numerical simulations to model specific MW clusters
known to harbor stellar-mass BH candidates. For ex-
ample, Sippel & Hurley (2013) used N-body methods to
model the MW GC M22 (known to contain two stellar-
mass BHs) and demonstrated that M22-like models can
retain moderate numbers of BHs at late times. Shortly
thereafter, Heggie & Giersz (2014) modeled M22 using
Monte Carlo methods, and demonstrated similar re-
sults. More recently, Kremer et al. (2018b) used Monte
Carlo methods to model NGC 3201 and showed that
& 200 BHs are necessary to produce models with obser-
vational features matching this cluster. Kremer et al.
(2018b) showed that BHs are readily found in binaries
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with luminous companions (LCs) in BH-retaining clus-
ters, although, Chatterjee et al. (2017a) and Kremer et
al. (2018a) demonstrated that the presence of BH–LC
binaries in a GC is uncorrelated with the total retained
population of BHs.

In general, the natal kick strengths determine the
fraction of BHs retained immediately post formation.
Subsequently, the cluster ejects BHs via dynamical pro-
cessing including mass segregation and strong scattering
over several relaxation times. In Kremer et al. (2018b),
we used the highly uncertain magnitudes of BH natal
kicks to vary the number of BHs retained post supernova
to ultimately control the retention fraction in GC mod-
els today. In this work, we vary the initial virial radius of
the models to control the initial relaxation timescale to
ultimately control how dynamically processed the BHs
are at any given late physical time.

We present a new grid of Monte Carlo GC models
with varying initial virial radii and identify the models
that best match three MW GCs in which stellar-mass
BH candidates have been identified: NGC 3201 (Giesers
et al. 2018), M22 (two BH candidates; Strader et al.
2012), and M10 (Shishkovsky et al. 2018). We demon-
strate that the number of BHs retained in a GC has
a significant effect upon the long-term evolution of the
cluster. We show that both M22 and M10 likely contain
∼ 40 − 50 stellar-mass BHs at present, in agreement
with the predictions made be other recent studies, in
particular Weatherford et al. (2018) and Arca Sedda et
al. (2018). In agreement with Kremer et al. (2018b),
we also show that NGC 3201 contains > 100 BHs. Ad-
ditionally, we show that accreting BH binaries similar
to the observed systems are naturally produced in our
models that are most similar to these three clusters.

We also compare our models to the core-collapsed MW
GC NGC 6752, which has similar total mass to NGC
3201, M10, and M22. We demonstrate that NGC 6752
likely contains few BHs at present.

In Section 2, we briefly describe our numerical tech-
niques and discuss our grid of GC models. In Section
3 we show our results and discuss the best-fit models
for the MW GCs considered in this study. In Section 4,
we explore the dynamical formation of accreting BH bi-
naries in our models through several possible formation
channels and discuss our results in the context of several
of the observed accreting BH binaries identified to date.
We conclude and discuss our results in Section 5.

2. METHOD

We use our Cluster Monte Carlo code (CMC) to
model the evolution of GCs. CMC is a fully-parallelized
code that uses Hénon-style Monte Carlo methods to
model the long-term evolution of GCs (for a review, see
Hénon 1971a,b; Joshi et al. 2000, 2001; Fregeau et al.
2003; Umbreit et al. 2012; Pattabiraman et al. 2013;
Chatterjee et al. 2010, 2013a; Rodriguez et al 2018).
CMC uses the stellar evolution packages SSE (Hurley et

al. 2000) and BSE (Hurley et al. 2002) to model the evo-
lution of single stars and binaries and uses the Fewbody
package (Fregeau et al. 2004; Fregeau & Rasio 2007) to
model the evolution of three- and four-body encounters.
CMC has been developed over the past decade-plus and
has been shown to agree well with the results of N -body
simulations of GCs. For a review of the most up-to-date
modifications to CMC, including the incorporation of
post-Newtonian terms into all few-body encounters, see
Rodriguez et al (2018).

We fix various initial cluster parameters, including:
total particle number, N = 8× 105; King concentration
parameter, wo = 5; binary fraction, fb = 5%; metallic-
ity, Z = 0.001; and Galactocentric distance, d = 8 kpc.
The initial mass function for all stars and the initial pe-
riod distribution for all binaries are chosen as in Kremer
et al. (2018b).

We adopt the prescription for stellar remnant forma-
tion described in Fryer & Kalogera (2001) and Belczyn-
ski et al. (2002). Natal kicks for core-collapse NSs
are drawn from a Maxwellian with dispersion width
σNS = 265km s−1 (Hobbs et al. 2005). Unlike Kremer
et al. (2018b), we use a fixed prescription for BH na-
tal kicks. We assume BHs are formed with fallback and
calculate the BH natal kicks by sampling from the same
kick distribution as the neutron stars, but with the BH
kicks reduced in magnitude according to the fractional
mass of fallback material (see Morscher et al. 2015, for
more details).

We vary the initial virial radius, rv, between 0.5 − 5
pc, as described in Section 1.1.

Table 1 includes a list of all GC models used in this
study, including the initial values of rv and trh (columns
2 and 3, respectively) as well as various cluster proper-
ties at t = 12 Gyr including total cluster mass (column
4), “observed” (Section 2.1) core and half-light radii
(columns 5 and 6, respectively), as well as total number
of BHs at t = 12 Gyr (column 7). Column 8 shows the
total number of distinct BH–luminous companion bina-
ries (BH–LCs) that appear in snapshots in the range 10
Gyr < t < 12 Gyr. Column 9 shows the number of these
late-time BH–LCs that are found in mass-transferring
configurations. Note that because a single BH can un-
dergo many exchange encounters from 10–12 Gyr, the
same BH may appear in binaries with different stellar
companions in different cluster snapshots. Hence, the
total number of distinct BH–LCs and BH–MTBs that
appear at late times (columns 8 and 9) can be greater
than the total number of BHs found at the single t = 12
Gyr snapshot (column 7).

2.1. Calculating observational parameters

In order to compare our GC models to observational
features of MW GCs, we construct two-dimensional spa-
tial resolutions of each model at various snapshots in
time throughout the course of the evolution of the model
assuming spherical symmetry. Given the uncertainty in
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Table 1. Initial and final cluster properties for all models

Model rv trh Mtot rc rh NBH NBH−LC NBH−MTB

(pc) (Myr) (105M�) (pc)

1 0.5 49 1.58 0.23 1.38 2 7 2

2 0.6 64 1.94 0.26 1.53 11 7 3

3 0.7 81 2.09 0.75 1.82 16 4 1

4 0.8 99 2.17 0.90 2.22 28 6 1

5 0.9 118 2.21 0.93 2.61 38 9 4

6 1.0 138 2.24 1.72 2.78 50 5 1

7 1.5 255 2.26 2.76 4.26 111 13 0

8 1.75 321 2.31 1.70 4.45 109 4 0

9 2 392 2.42 2.75 5.36 201 16 4

10 3 721 2.33 5.07 6.49 315 14 0

11 5 1552 2.38 9.90 11.7 614 18 8

Note—Column 2 shows the initial virial radius, rv , used for each model. Column 3
shows the initial half-mass relaxation time, trh, given by Equation 2. Columns 4-6
show properties of each model at t = 12 Gyr. Note that all models form approx-
imately 1500 BHs initially. Column 7 shows the number of BHs that are retained
at t = 12 Gyr. Column 8 shows the number of distinct BH–luminous companion
(BH–LC) binaries and column 9 shows the number of distinct mass-transferring BH
binaries (BH–MTBs); both columns 8 and 9 are based on snapshots in the range 10
Gyr < t < 12 Gyr.

ages of MW clusters, we consider all snapshots at times
in the range 10 Gyr < t < 12 Gyr as equally valid rep-
resentations of the present-day old GCs.

Using SSE, CMC calculates the bolometric luminosity
and temperature of all stars versus time. We can de-
termine the V-band luminosities by approximating each
star as a blackbody and integrating the total luminosity
in the V-band frequency range. From our randomly-
generated two-dimensional cluster snapshots, we con-
struct surface brightness profiles (SBPs) by dividing
each cluster into 50 equally-spaced (in log) radial bins
and then calculate the total V-band luminosity of each
radial bin by adding the contributions of all stars in
the bin. We exclude from this calculation all stars with
L? > 15L� to reduce the noise of a small number of
bright stars.

We estimate the observational half-light radius, rhl, of
each model by finding the projected radius which con-
tains half of the cluster’s total light. We use the method
described in Morscher et al. (2015) and Chatterjee et al.
(2017a) to estimate the observational core radius, rc.
Note that the observed core radius is different than the
theoretical (mass-density weighted) core radius (which
we denote as rc, theoretical) traditionally used by theo-
rists (Casterano & Hut 1985). The distinction between
rc, theoretical and the observed rc is discussed further in
Section 3, particularly pertaining to Figure 2. Hence-
forth, unless otherwise noted, when using the term rc,
we refer to the core radius in the observational sense.

To calculate the velocity dispersion profile for each
cluster, we implement the binning method of Zocchi et

al. (2012). As in Zocchi et al. (2012), we include only
giants in our velocity dispersion calculation and group
the stars into radial bins of 25 stars each.

2.2. Determining best-fit models

We use a χ2 method to determine the goodness-of-fit
of the models (similar to that implemented in Heggie
& Giersz 2014) and identify the best-fit model(s) for
each observed cluster. For each model, we consider all
cluster time snapshots in the range 10 − 12 Gyr. We
also allow for uncertainty in the heliocentric distance to
each cluster which shifts the SBPs by small amounts
horizontally in either direction which, in turn, alters the
fit to the observational data. We adopt distances from
Harris 1996 (2010 edition). The distances quoted in this
catalog have no formal error bars, so we simply adopt
distance errors of 10%.

We calculate a single measure of the dispersion of er-
ror (rms) for each data point in the published SBPs and
σv–profiles compared to the profiles calculated for each
model snapshot. For each snapshot, we calculate a mea-
sure of goodness-of-fit, α = χ2

SBP +χ2
σv

, where χ2
SBP and

χ2
σv

are the sums of rms values for all data points in the
model SBPs and σv–profiles, respectively, compared to
the observed data.

The data points in the observed SBPs and σv–profiles
do not necessarily coincide with the radial binning used
to construct the profiles for our CMC models. Thus, to
calculate the rms value for each data point, we inter-
polate our model profiles to align with the radial loca-
tions of the points in the different observed profiles. In
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Figure 1. Time evolution of “observed” core radii of all

models for first 100 Myr of evolution. From bottom to top,

the colored curves show models of increasing initial rv. Filled

scatter points mark observed core radii and ages of young

massive clusters in the Milky Way (red), local group (yel-

low), and outside the local group (blue), taken from Porte-

gies Zwart et al. (2010).

some cases, the model profiles extend to r-values where
no observed data are available (in particular, for ob-
served σv–profiles, which typically do not contain data
points below ≈ 10 arcsec). In this case, we construct
the α statistic only over the available range of the ob-
served profiles. To reflect the uncertainty on the he-
liocentric distances for the observed clusters, we repeat
this process for three different distances, dHarris, the dis-
tance quoted in Harris 1996 (2010 edition), as well as
dHarris±0.1dHarris, calculating the statistic α correspond-
ing to each choice of distance.

Using this scheme, we identify the 10 model snapshots
with the lowest values of the statistic α as our best rep-
resentations of each respective cluster. We use these
minimum-α models to predict the total numbers of BHs
in each cluster. For Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8 in Section 3,
we choose a single “best-fit” model by eye from these
minimum-α models that minimizes the stochasticity in
the innermost regions (r . 1 arcsec), which are suscepti-
ble to uncertainty due to small N in these regions, and
show the σv–profile for these “best-fit” models in the
lower panel of these four figures. When determining the
predicted value of NBH for a given cluster (as shown in
Table 2), all minimum-α models are considered.

3. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the time evolution of core radii (de-
fined in the “observational” sense; see Section 2.1) for
the models listed in Table 1. From bottom to top, the
colored curves show models of increasing initial virial
radius. The scatter points mark observed core radii

Figure 2. Theoretical core radius (top panel), observed

core radius (middle panel), and total number of BHs (bottom

panel) versus time for models with four different initial rv:

rv = 5pc (red curve), rv = 2 pc (orange curve), rv = 1 pc

(black), and rv = 0.5 pc (blue).

and ages (taken from Portegies Zwart et al. 2010) for
young massive clusters in the Milky Way (red), in the
local group (yellow), and outside the local group (blue).
Clearly, our selected range in initial virial radii (0.5− 5
pc) effectively maps into the full range of observed core
radii of young massive clusters in the local universe.

As Table 1 shows, the number of BHs retained in the
models at late times is directly related to the choice
of initial rv. Figure 2 demonstrates this same result.
Here we plot both the theoretical core radius (top panel),
the observed core radius (middle panel), and the total
number of BHs (NBH; bottom panel) versus time for four
models: model 1 (blue curve; rv = 0.5 pc), which retains
only 2 BHs at 12 Gyr; model 6 (black curve; rv = 1 pc),
which retains 50 BHs; model 8 (orange curve; rv = 2
pc), which retains 201 BHs; and model 11 (red curve;
rv = 5 pc), which retains 614 BHs. More precise best-
fit models for each cluster are discussed in the following
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Figure 3. Zoom-in on the rc, theoretical for model 1 (rv = 0.5

pc; blue curve in Figure 2) from 11.3 - 12 Gyr. For t & 11.8

Gyr, rc, theoretical becomes flat, a sign of the onset of the

traditional binary-burning phase (e.g., Heggie & Hut 2003)

associated with a core-collapsed cluster.

subsections, but at a basic level, the orange curve in
Figure 2 can be viewed as an NGC 3201-like cluster, the
black curve can be viewed as an M10/M22-like cluster,
and blue, as an NGC 6752-like (core-collapsed) cluster.

In all four of these models, ∼ 1500 BHs are formed
initially, and ∼ 500 of these are ejected promptly due
to natal kicks. NBH then gradually decreases over the
course of the evolution of the cluster as BHs are slowly
ejected through dynamical processing, as has been stud-
ied extensively and shown in previous analyses (e.g.,
Morscher et al. 2015; Chatterjee et al. 2017a; Kremer
et al. 2018b).

As the bottom panel of Figure 2 shows, the initial
value of rv has a significant effect upon the way the
BH population evolves over the lifetime of the cluster.
Models with smaller initial rv (e.g., rv = 0.5 pc) have
shorter relaxation timescales (see Table 1), and therefore
process their BHs faster. As a result, the evaporation
timescale of BHs is shorter and fewer BHs are retained at
late times. On the other side of the range, models with
large initial rv (e.g., rv = 5 pc) have longer relaxation
timescales. These models are less dynamically evolved
by t = 12 Gyr compared to their low-rv counterparts,
and thus, retain larger fractions of BHs.

The top and middle panels of Figure 2 show the time
evolution of theoretical and observed core radii, respec-
tively (see Section 2.1) for these four models. Because
the distribution of stars (and thus the distribution of
luminosities) in the central region of the cluster models
varies from one time snapshot to the next, both the the-
oretical and core radii feature oscillations, as seen in the
figure. However, unlike the observational rc shown in
the middle panel, rc, theoretical exhibits significantly more

prominent variations on shorter time scales throughout
its evolution. These sharp oscillations are a direct re-
sult of the formation of short lived cusps of the central-
most BHs (see Morscher et al. (2015) for further dis-
cussion). We reiterate the discussion in Section 1.1 that
these transient BH-collapse events are distinct from the
observationally-defined core collapse which refers to the
overall distribution of the cluster’s luminous stars. Be-
cause the BHs do not contribute to the calculation of
the observed rc, these sharp cusps are absent from the
curves shown in the middle panel.

The top and middle panels of Figure 2 show that clus-
ters with larger initial rv (and therefore, clusters which
retain more BHs), exhibit larger core radii compared to
clusters with smaller initial rv (and fewer BHs). Thus,
high-rv models produce better representations of the rel-
atively “puffy” GCs, such as NGC 3201, which has an
observed core radius of 1.85 pc.

Figure 3 shows a zoom-in of model 1 (the blue curve of
Figure 2) from 11-12 Gyr. For t & 11.8 Gyr, rc, theoretical

becomes flat, a sign of the onset of the binary-burning
phase (e.g., Heggie & Hut 2003). With only a handful of
BHs remaining at this time (see bottom panel of Figure
2), the non-BHs in this model enter the central regions.
Densities for non-BHs increase to a point where super-
elastic encounters involving luminous binaries become
frequent enough to stall further core contraction and
the cluster enters the traditional binary-burning phase
involving luminous binaries. Equivalently, the SBP de-
velops a clear cusp at the center, the traditional defini-
tion of a core-collapsed cluster.

Figure 4 shows the SBPs for all model clusters at
12 Gyr compared to the observed SBP (from Trager et
al. 1995) for several Milky Way GCs: NGC 3201 (top
left), M10 (top right), M22 (bottom left), and NGC
6752 (bottom right). Here the models are divided by
color into three categories: BH-rich models (defined as
NBH > 100; orange curves), BH-poor models (defined
as NBH < 10; blue curves), and models with intermedi-
ate numbers of BHs (defined as 15 < NBH < 50; black
curves).

Just as Figure 1 demonstrates that our chose range
of initial rv maps to observed features of young massive
clusters, Figure 4 demonstrates the mapping to observed
features of old GCs.

As Figure 4 clearly shows, BH-rich models (models
7–11 in Table 1) produce clusters most similar to NGC
3201 at late times, while BH-poor models (models 1–3)
feature SBPs with prominent cusps at low r, represen-
tative of so-called “core-collapsed” MW GCs, such as
NGC 6752.

Between the “puffy” and “core-collapsed” extremes,
we have models with intermediate number of BHs (mod-
els 4–6), that most accurately match the SBPs of M10
and M22. More precise “best-fit models” for NGC 3201,
M10, M22, and NGC 6752 are discussed in the following
subsections.
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Figure 4. Surface brightness profiles for all GC models listed in Table 1 at t = 12 Gyr. Orange curves denote BH-rich models

(NBH ≥ 100 at t = 12 Gyr), blue curves denote BH-poor models (NBH . 10), and black curves denote models with intermediate

number of BHs. The top-left panel shows our model SBPs compared to the observed SBP for NGC 3201 (gold circles), as

studied in Kremer et al. (2018b). The top-right panel shows the models compared to M10, bottom-left compares to M22, and

bottom-right compares to the core-collapsed cluster NGC 6752. All observed SBPs are taken from Trager et al. (1995).

Table 2, shows the predicted number of stellar-mass
BHs, BH-LC binaries, and BH-MTBs for NGC 3201,
M10, M22, and NGC 6752, based on our best-fit models.
Also included in the table is the range in initial cluster
virial radii identified for the 10 minimum-α models for
each cluster (gray curves shown in Figures 5, 6, 7, and
8). The best-fit models for each individual clusters are
described in detail in the following subsections.

3.1. NGC 3201

As a follow-up to the results of Kremer et al. (2018b),
we first show our best-fit model for the cluster NGC
3201. The top panel of Figure 5 shows the SBPs of the
best-fit models for NGC 3201 (the model snapshots with
minimum α, as discussed in Section 2; gray curves) com-
pared to the observational data of Trager et al. (1995).
The spread in gray curves about the observed SBP can
be viewed as uncertainty on the models. Clearly, the
model SBPs are most uncertain at small distances from

Table 2. Properties of best-fit models for various clusters

NGC 3201 M10 M22 NGC 6752

rv,0 (pc) 1.75-2 0.7-0.9 0.8-0.9 0.5-0.7

NBH 121 ± 10 39 ± 9 40 ± 9 16 ± 7

NBH−LC 2.5 ± 0.5 2.6 ± 1.1 2.7 ± 1.1 2.7 ± 1

NBH−MTB 1 1.5 ± 0.95 1.5 ± 1 2.0 ± 0.97

Note—The top row shows shows the range in initial virial radius,
rv,0, for the best-fit (minimum-α) models for each cluster of in-
terest. Row 2 shows the mean number of BHs at present (with 1σ
uncertainties) calculated from these same best-fit models. Rows 3
and 4 show the mean number of BH–LC binaries and BH–MTBs
for the best-fit models.

the center (r . 1 arcsec), as expected due to the low N
in these regions.
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We highlight one particular model (model 8 at t =
12 Gyr; black curve), and plot the σv-profile for this
model in the bottom panel of Figure 5 compared to the
observed σv-profile of Zocchi et al. (2012) (shown here
with 2σ errorbars).

Our best-fit model for NGC 3201 contains 109 BHs.
From all of the best-fit models for NGC 3201 shown as
gray curves in the top panel of Figure 5, we predict NGC
3201 contains 120± 10 at present.

We note that this prediction is slightly less than that
of Kremer et al. (2018b), which showed NGC 3201 con-
tains & 200 BHs. This discrepancy results from our
differing prescriptions for BH natal kicks. We intend to
explore in more detail the effect of different natal kick
prescriptions upon the evolution of GC BH systems in
a future paper.

We also note that our predicted number of BHs is con-
sistent with that of Askar et al. (2018), who predicted
that NGC 3201 contains 114+60

−35 BHs. This agreement is
satisfying given both studies used similar prescriptions
for BH formation.

The present result also differs from Kremer et al.
(2018b) in the number of BHs retained at birth. Us-
ing the fallback-based BH retention model (see Section
2), roughly 1000 of the 1500 total BHs formed are re-
tained in the cluster initially after natal kicks. This is in
contrast to the best-fit model for NGC 3201 identified in
Kremer et al. (2018b), for which σBH/σNS = 0.04, where
a somewhat higher fraction of BHs (roughly 1400 out of
1500) are retained initially. The models in Kremer et al.
(2018b) assumed initial virial radii of rv = 1 pc (with
all other cluster parameters the same as here). As il-
lustrated in Figure 2, clusters with initially smaller core
radii will dynamically process their BHs more quickly,
so it is not surprising that the rv = 1 pc model of Kre-
mer et al. (2018b) needed to retain more BHs at birth
(achieved by adopting smaller BH natal kicks) to achieve
a similarly large population of BHs at late times com-
pared to the rv = 1.75 pc model identified here.

3.2. M10

Figure 6 is analogous to Figure 5 but for the model
snapshots that most accurately match the observed SBP
and σv-profile of M10. The black curve in the top panel
marks the SBP for model 4 at t = 10.8 Gyr, the best-
fit model for M10. At this time, this model contains
33 BHs, one of which is found in a BH–LC binary. Al-
though this particular time snapshot does not contain
an accreting BH–LC, other cluster snapshots in the late
time range of 10–12 Gyr do contain accreting BH bina-
ries (see Table 1).

From all of the best-fit models for M10 shown as gray
curves in the top panel of Figure 6, we predict M10
retains 39± 9 BHs at present.

Figure 5. Best-fit models for NGC 3201 compared to

observations. Here, the bottom panel shows the σv-profile

for model 8 at t = 12 Gyr (shown as black curve in top

panel) compared to the observed σv-profile from Zocchi et

al. (2012). We predict NGC 3201 contains 121 ± 10 BHs at

present.

By correlating the size of BH populations with obser-
vational measurements of mass segregation and using
cluster models also developed using CMC, Weatherford
et al. (2018) predict that M10 contains up to 38 BHs,
with a mode at 24, consistent with our result.

3.3. M22

Figure 7 shows the models that most accurately match
the observed SBP and σv-profile of M22. The black
curve in the top panel marks the SBP for model 5 at
t = 10.9 Gyr, the best-fit model for M22. At this snap-
shot in time, this model contains 49 BHs, four of which
are found BH–LC binaries. Two of these four BH–LC
binaries are found in mass-transferring configurations.

From all of the best-fit models for M22 shown as gray
curves in the top panel of Figure 7, we predict M22 has
40± 9 BHs at present.

Several previous analyses have studied the BH popu-
lation in M22, and drawn similar conclusions to those
drawn here. On the basis of the two accreting stellar-
mass BHs in M22 and on the expected fraction of BHs
that will be found in accreting systems, Strader et al.
(2012) argued that M22 likely contains ∼ 5−100 stellar-
mass BHs. Soon thereafter, Sippel & Hurley (2013)
modeled M22 using direct N -body methods and im-
posed an initial BH retention fraction of 10%. This anal-
ysis found that, for a model slightly less massive than
M22 at present, 16 BHs were retained at t = 12 Gyr.
Heggie & Giersz (2014) used Monte Carlo methods sim-
ilar to those considered in this study to model M22 and
predicted ∼ 40 BHs are likely retained at present. Most
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Figure 6. The top panel shows the SBP for the best-

fit models for M10 (gray curves) compared to observations

(Trager et al. 1995). The bottom panel shows the σv-profile

for model 4 at t = 10.8 Gyr (shown as black curve in top

panel) compared to observations from Zocchi et al. (2012).

On the basis of these best-fit models, we predict that M10

contains 39 ± 9 BHs at present.

Figure 7. Same as Figure 6, but for M22. Here, the

bottom panel shows the σv-profile for model 5 at t = 10.9

Gyr (shown as black curve in top panel). We predict that

M22 contains 40 ± 9 BHs at present.

recently, using a combination of Monte Carlo GC mod-
els and observations of MW GCs, Askar et al. (2018)
predicted that M22 retained 63+25

−16 BHs at present, con-
sistent with our predicted number.Weatherford et al.
(2018) predict 49+50

−34 BHs in M22, also consistent with
our prediction.

Figure 8. Best-fit models for NGC 6752 compared to

observations. Here, the bottom panel shows the σv-profile

for model 2 at t = 11.3 Gyr (shown as black curve in top

panel) compared to the observed σv-profile from Watkins et

al. (2015). From our best-fit models, we predict that NGC

6752 contains 16 ± 7 BHs at present.

3.4. NGC 6752

Finally, Figure 8 shows the SBP and σv-profile for our
best-fit models for NGC 6752. The black curve in the
top panel marks model 2 at t = 11.3 Gyr, which has
17 BHs. Since Zocchi et al. (2012) does not contain a
σv-profle for NGC 6752, we compare to the σv-profile
of Watkins et al. (2015), shown in the bottom panel of
the figure compared to the σv-profile of model 2. We
predict NGC 6752 has 16± 7 BHs at present.

Unlike M10 and M22 (and NGC 3201), NGC 6752,
does not contain an observed stellar-mass BH candidate.
We include this cluster here to serve as an alternative
case to the other three relatively “puffy” clusters. Ob-
servationally, NGC 6752 is classified as a core-collapsed
cluster.

Note that the model representative of NGC 6752 also
shows the well-known flattening of the theoretical core
radius (e.g., see Figure 3) representative of the binary-
burning phase involving luminous stars commonly asso-
ciated with core-collapse (e.g., Chatterjee et al. 2013a).

As shown in Kremer et al. (2018a) and Chatterjee et
al. (2017a), provided these core-collapsed clusters still
retain at least a few BHs at late times, they are still
just as likely to contain BH–LC binaries in both de-
tached and mass-transferring configurations as the clus-
ters with large populations of BHs. As shown in Table
1, those models which contain only a few BHs at t = 12
Gyr (models 1–3) still produce up to 7 distinct BH–LC
binaries and up to 3 accreting BH binaries.
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Figure 9. BH mass versus semi-major axis for all BH–

LC binaries found in our models at late times. Yellow rep-

resents systems with main sequence star companions, blue

represent white dwarf companions, and red represent sub-

subgiant companions. Open (filled) circles/stars indicate de-

tached (mass-transferring) binaries.

4. FORMATION OF BLACK HOLE BINARIES

Stellar-mass BH candidates observed in binaries with
luminous companions in clusters (e.g., Strader et al.
2012; Chomiuk et al. 2013; Miller-Jones et al. 2014;
Giesers et al. 2018; Shishkovsky et al. 2018) provide
important constraints on BH populations in their host
systems. The formation channels of these systems have
been explored in the context of both globular clusters
(e.g., Sippel & Hurley 2013; Heggie & Giersz 2014;
Ivanova et al. 2017; Kremer et al. 2018a) and open clus-
ters (e.g., Banerjee 2018). In this section, we discuss
the various types of BH binaries that form in the cluster
models of this analysis.

Figure 9 shows the BH mass, MBH, and semi-major
axis, a, for all BH–LC binaries found in our models at
late times. Here yellow and blue circles indicate sys-
tems with main sequence (MS) and white dwarf (WD)
companions, respectively, while red stars represent sub-
subgiant companions. Filled circles/stars represent sys-
tems in mass-transferring configurations and open cir-
cle/stars represent detached binaries.

Note that if a particular system is not broken by dy-
namical encounters, the same system may appear across
multiple cluster shapshots. In Figure 9, we simply show
the orbital parameters of each system at the first time it
appears in a late-time snapshot, so that the same binary
does not appear multiple times in the figure.

In total, there are 29 distinct accreting BH–LC bina-
ries found at snapshots in the range t = 10− 12 Gyr in
all of our models. Of these, 26 have MS donors, 2 have

WD donors, and 1 has a sub-subgiant donor. There are
68 total detached BH–LC binaries, including 50 with
MS companions, 17, with WD companions, and 1 with
a sub-subgiant companion.

Sub-subgiants (SSGs), which are similar to the so-
called “red straggler” stars, occupy a unique location in
the color-magnitude diagram where standard single-star
evolution does not predict stars to exist. These stars lie
redward of the normal MS stars but are fainter than the
subgiant branch. SSGs have been observed and studied
in several open and globular clusters (Belloni et al. 1998;
Albrow et al. 2001; Geller et al. 2017a; Shishkovsky et
al. 2018).

From a theoretical perspective, the formation of SSGs
and/or red straggler stars has been explored at length
in several analyses (e.g., Leiner et al. 2017; Geller et
al. 2017b; Ivanova et al. 2017). In particular, Geller et
al. (2017b) performed a detailed analysis showing that
SSGs can form through several distinct channels in GCs.
Using the SSG formation channels outlined in Geller et
al. (2017b) (see Section 5.2 of that paper, which studies
SSG formation in cluster models also produced using
CMC), we identify two BH–SSG binaries in our models:
one formed through the “SG Mag” channel (open red
star in Figure 9; see Section 2.2 of Geller et al. (2017a))
and one through the “MS Coll” channel (filled red star
in Figure 9; see Section 2.4 of Geller et al. (2017b)).

The variety of companion stellar types identified in
our models in Figure 9 is in line with observations of
companions to BH candidates observed to date in GCs.
The BH-candidate in NGC 3201 (observed in a detached
configuration) is identified to have a MS companion with
mass near the turnoff mass. For two of the observed
accreting BH candidates found to-date in GCs, WD
companions are determined to be either plausible (M22;
Strader et al. 2012) or confirmed (e.g., Bahramian et
al. 2017). Finally, observations of the BH-candidate in
M10 suggest the binary companion may be a SSG/red-
straggler star. As shown in Figure 9, all three of these
companion types are produced naturally in our models.

Like the detached BH–MS binaries considered in Kre-
mer et al. (2018b), all of these BH–LC systems are dy-
namically assembled through binary-mediated exchange
encounters.

All MS and WD binaries shown in Figure 9 as bi-
naries formed through what we (and other analyses,
e.g., Ivanova et al. 2010) define as the exchange en-
counter channel, meaning these binaries are dynamically
assembled from binary-mediated exchange encounters
and then hardened to the point of Roche lobe overflow
by a combination of subsequent (non-exchange) encoun-
ters and the effects of binary evolution (e.g., tidal effects
and, for double degenerate systems, general relativistic
effects). See Kremer et al. (2018a) for a detailed dis-
cussion of the formation of binaries through exchange
encounters.
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As discussed in, e.g., Kremer et al. (2018a), Ivanova
et al. (2010), and Naoz et al. (2016), if a hierchichal
triple system with a BH–LC inner binary is dynamically
assembled (e.g., as the outcome of a binary–single or
binary–binary resonant encounter), Lidov-Kozai oscilla-
tions may drive the inner binary to mass transfer. This
so-called triple-mediated channel will also contribute to
the total population of accreting BH binaries. However,
as shown in Kremer et al. (2018a), this channel is likely
to increase the total number of accreting BH binaries by
at most≈ 10%, therefore we do not consider this channel
here and simply note that the total number of accreting
BH binaries shown in Figure 9 may increase modestly
if the contribution of this triple-mediated channel is in-
cluded.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

We have demonstrated that by exploring a small range
in initial cluster size (parameterized in terms of the ini-
tial cluster virial radius) motivated by observations of
young massive clusters, we can produce a spectrum of
cluster types, ranging from core-collapsed to puffy. Fur-
thermore, we have shown that the initial rv of a GC
model has a substantial effect upon the total number
of BHs retained in the cluster at late times. Within the
range of virial radii considered in this study (rv = 0.5−5
pc), our models retain BH populations ranging in size
from just a couple to over 600 BHs at t = 12 Gyr.

In particular, we have shown that the set of 11 GC
models computed for this study span the observational
features of four different Milky Way GCs: NGC 3201,
M10, M22, and NGC 6752, the former three of which
contain observed stellar-mass BH candidates. By iden-
tifying those cluster models that most accurately match
the observed surface brightness profiles and velocity dis-
persion profiles of specific Milky Way GCs, we predict
the total number of BHs retained in these clusters. At
the present-day, we predict M10 retains 39±9 BHs, M22
retains 40± 9 BHs, and NGC 6752 retains 16± 7 BHs.
As a follow-up to the results of Kremer et al. (2018b),
in which we used the magnitude of BH natal kicks to
adjust the number of BHs retained at late times, we
predict with our new set of models that NGC 3201 re-
tains 121±10 BHs. The numbers of BHs predicted here
are consistent with the predictions of other recent anal-
yses that have used alternative methods to constrain
BH numbers (e.g., Weatherford et al. 2018; Askar et al.
2018).

The post-birth retention fraction of BHs in this anal-
ysis is very different compared to that of Kremer et
al. (2018b). In the present analysis, dynamical encoun-
ters are the primary mechanism through which BHs are
ejected (the retention fraction at birth is fixed between
different models), as opposed to Kremer et al. (2018b),
where the BH retention is determined through a combi-
nation of dynamical interactions and natal kicks, which,
in that analysis, are varied between models. Nonethe-

less, we demonstrate a similar correlation to that shown
in Kremer et al. (2018b) between present-day structural
parameters and the total number of BHs retained. Ad-
ditionally, for NGC 3201, we estimate a similar total
number of BHs retained in the cluster at present. This
indicates that for GCs that are sufficiently dynamically
evolved, the specific way that BHs are removed may
matter less in shaping the present-day structure of the
host GC than the number of BHs retained at present.

Additionally, we have explored the formation of BH–
LC binaries in our models through several possible for-
mation channels. We demonstrated that BH bina-
ries are readily produced in our models in both mass-
transferring and detached configurations. Furthermore,
these BH binaries are found with MS, WD, and SSG
companions, in line with the companion types identified
for observed GC BH candidates.

Note that, as discussed in Shishkovsky et al. (2018),
the identification of the primary star in the M10 binary
as a BH is uncertain. In fact, several other possible op-
tions are consistent with the observations. A neutron
star–red straggler binary, a RS CVn, a WD–red strag-
gler/SSG binary, and even an isolated red straggler/SSG
may all be viable alternative options (see Section 4 of
Shishkovsky et al. (2018) for further details). We note
that we identify 73 WD–SSG binaries in our models at
late times (using the channels described in Geller et al.
(2017b) to identify SSGs), 23 of which are found in mass-
transferring configurations. Thus, from a dynamical-
formation perspective, a WD–SSG/red straggler may
indeed be a viable explanation for the binary of inter-
est in M10. As discussed in Shishkovsky et al. (2018),
follow-up observations of this binary are necessary to
more precisely constrain the true nature of the system.

Additionally, we note that Ivanova et al. (2017) ex-
plored the formation of BH–red straggler binaries in GCs
through the grazing tidal capture of giants by BHs and
estimated a formation rate of ∼ 1 BH–red straggler bi-
nary per 50 BHs per Gyr in a typical cluster. Treatment
of this grazing capture process is beyond the scope of
CMC, therefore, we neglect this channel here and simply
note that consideration of this channel may lead to an
increase in the number of BH–red straggler binaries.

Indeed, many details pertaining to the formation and
evolution of exotic stellar sources such as SSGs and red
stragglers remain uncertain. More thorough study of the
formation of such objects (and the ways these objects
may interact with BH populations in GCs) is needed to
more precisely constrain their nature.

As described in Section 2, we fix all initial cluster pa-
rameters for our grid of models with the exception of
the initial virial radius. This allows us to isolate the
effect that the initial virial radius has upon the long-
term retention of BHs and its effect upon the structural
properties of the cluster at late times. However, in fix-
ing other initial parameters, in particular the initial N
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and Galactocentric distance, we must address several
caveats.

First, although the clusters considered in this study
all have approximately similar total cluster masses at
the present day, they are not identical. In this case,
fixing the initial N in our models limits our ability to
produce best-fit models that capture the range in total
cluster mass of the GCs considered here. As discussed
in Section 2, by allowing for 10% uncertainties in the
heliocentric distances of each cluster, the SBPs for our
models can be shifted slightly to the right or left, which
effectively allows us to compensate for the limited range
in total cluster mass of our fixed-N grid.

For example, the published heliocentric distance of
M22 is 3.2 kpc (Harris 1996 2010 edition). To attain the
SBP for our best-fit model, we adopt a value of d = 2.9
kpc, which shifts the SBP slightly to the right relative
to a choice of d = 3.2 kpc. If the value of 3.2 kpc is as-
sumed to be precise, this suggests that our models may
be slightly undermassive relative to M22.

To test this, we also ran a single additional model with
initialN = 106 and rv = 0.9 pc, which, at late times, has
a SBP and velocity dispersion profile that also effectively
match M22, but for a heliocentric distance of 3.2 kpc.
The final mass of this model is ∼ 20% higher than in
the best-fit M22 model discussed in Section 3.3. As ex-
pected, more BHs are produced initially in the N = 106

model (∼ 2000 versus ∼ 1500 in the N = 8×105 model).
As a result, the N = 106 model retains 79 BHs at t = 12
Gyr, slightly higher than the NBH = 49 value given for
our best-fit M22 model. We conclude that although a
slightly more massive model may more accurately match
the published heliocentric distance of M22, the number
of BHs will likely not change significantly, at least within
the uncertainties of this analysis.

Secondly, by fixing the initial Galactocentric distance
of our models and by assuming circular orbits in the
Galactic potential, we neglect possible close passages
(d < 8 kpc) to the Galactic center which may arise
from eccentric cluster orbits. For a summary of the
dynamical evolution of GCs on eccentric orbits about
the Galactic potential see, for example, Baumgardt et
al. (2003). As noted in that analysis, M10, M22, and
NGC 6752 may all have eccentric cluster orbits, with
estimated pericenter distances of 3.4, 2.9, and 4.8 kpc,
respectively. However, as also noted in Baumgardt et al.
(2003), the dissolution timescales for these three clusters
due to close passages near the Galactic center are all & 3
Hubble times (see Table 2 of Baumgardt et al. 2003), so
our treatment of circular orbits at a fixed Galactocentric
distance of 8 kpc is likely a reasonable approximation.

Nonetheless, we note that more precise modeling of
the GCs considered in this study may incorporate better
constrained Galactocentric distances and cluster orbits
in the Galactic potential attained from, for example,
Gaia.

In reality, the process through which GCs are formed
is likely more complex than considered in this analysis.
The first few to 10s of Myrs of cluster evolution likely
feature various complex processes such as hierarchical
mergers and residual gas expulsion. Indeed, such pro-
cesses are hinted at from observations of several young
massive clusters (e.g., Kuhn et al. 2014; Gennaro et al.
2017). In particular, residual gas expulsion could lead
to significant cluster expansion at early times, attenuat-
ing the long-term dynamical processing of BHs and thus
altering the structural features of the clusters at late
times. However, several recent analyses (e.g., Baner-
jee & Kroupa 2017; Brinkmann et al. 2017; Banerjee
& Kroupa 2018) have shown that the early stages of
formation of some clusters may feature a substantially
more compact embedded phase of sub-pc length scale,
comparable to the thickest molecular-cloud filaments,
from which a substantial gas dispersal would result in
sizes comparable to those of the initial configurations
considered here and also of the observed gas-free young
massive clusters, as demonstrated in Figure 1. While
such processes may be important, they are beyond the
scope of this analysis. The assumption here is that such
formation processes are absorbed into the definition of
initial conditions of our models.

Finally, we note that one notable feature of the core-
collapsed cluster NGC 6752 is the presence of five ob-
served millisecond pulsars (MSPs), which display un-
usual locations and/or accelerations compared to other
pulsars observed in GCs (D’Amico et al. 2002). This
suggests the occurrence of uncommon dynamics in NGC
6752.

In particular, one of these pulsars, PSR A, is observed
at a distance of 6.39 arcmin from the gravitational center
of NGC 6752 (D’Amico et al. 2002), the largest radial
offset for any GC MSP observed to date. Colpi et al.
(2003) argues that a four body-scattering event involv-
ing a stellar-mass BH–BH binary may be able to provide
sufficient energy to eject PSR A to its current position in
the cluster. Although a detailed examination of the for-
mation and dynamical evolution of MSPs is beyond the
scope of this paper, we note that our model most-closely
matching NGC 6752 does contain 0–3 stellar-mass BH
binaries at late times, which are similar to those invoked
in Colpi et al. (2003) to describe the peculiar location
of PSR A. A more detailed study of the interaction be-
tween BHs and MSPs in GCs will be presented in a
forthcoming study (Ye et al. 2018).

As discussed in Colpi et al. (2003), although the pres-
ence of stellar-mass BH–BH binaries may be sufficient
to explain the anomalously high position of PSR A in
NGC 6752, it may be difficult for a stellar-mass BH
binary to also explain the anomalously high accelera-
tions of PSR B and PSR E. Instead, as discussed in,
e.g., Ferraro et al. (2003) an intermediate-mass BH
(M ∼ 100 − 200M�) may be necessary. A more de-
tailed study of the formation of intermediate-mass BHs
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and the role that such objects play in the evolution of
their host cluster is beyond the scope of this paper, and
we defer such analysis to a future study.
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